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Characteristics Of A Sound Program
Of

School Public Relations

Public-school relations defined.
reality pertinent public information.

By public relations we mean in
In this paper the term is used to

refer to that phase of school administration which seeks to bring a cooperative working relationship between the schools and the community which
the schools serve.

It is a unification process.

school differ from those in private enterprise.

Public relations in the
Private enterprise is

motivated by profit motives through publicity and propaganda.
school relations

are

more than publicity and propaganda.

Public-

Public-school

relations involve a cooperative search for ways and means of interpreting
the schools to the general public and of interpreting the public to the
schools.

Essentially, it is keeping the channels of communication open

so that the school will be dealing with an informed public, and so that
the community will be served by a school system whose personnel understand
the needs of the children and adults in the connmmity.

Hagman offers the

following description in terms of fulfillment of certain needs:
School public relations which are satisfactory are those
developed when the outcomes of the school enterprise are eval
uated in terms of community and individual needs met. It is
to facilitate the instructional activity by securing for it
understanding, interest, and support so that the progrfl of
education can cooperatively be made better and better.

lHarlan L. Hagman, The Administration of American Public Schools
(New York: McGraw-Hill lroOk Co., 1951), p.333.
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An

effective program of public-school relations can on]Jr be attained

through support and information contributed by citizens of a community.
It

is

through the people that the school may interpret its philosophy,

procedures, curriculum,

and

guidance problems.

The school is interested

in the sharing of knowledge of all things good and in promoting partici
pation in developing a positive set of principles for the improvement of
education.

The public should know the purposes, aims, procedures, values,

and future plans of the school organization.

These should include per

sonnel, curriculum, finance, building, and equipment.

The school admin

istrator or director of a public-relations program who shuts out the public
or lets their valuable help and information go unused is insulting his
patrons• intelligence.
Good public relations is to spread the good influence of the schools,
to broaden and extend the areas of the schools' accomplishment, to

make

the

schools more like a democratic institution in a democratic nation.
Public relations are in operation constantly whether the school
officials are aware of it or not.
The scope of public-school relations may concern a locality, state,
or nation depending upon the size of the administrative organization.

Since

the majority of the schools in our nation are locally organized, this paper
will deal ma.inly with the local aspect.
History.

The first schools in the United States were established in

New England and, as would be expected, the first school reports appeared
there.

The first public school, however, antedated the first written and

formal school report by more than a century.

Public schools were established

in certain conmnmities of Massachusetts as early as 163 5.
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M. G. Neale

says there is evidence to show that informal and oral school reports
were made to the town meetings by the selectmen before 1738 .

He has

the following to say about the creation of and purposes for school
reports:
The origin of the use of published school reports as a means
of securing increased support for education is to be found ma inly
in the New England States of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire, and Maine. The published annual school
report in those states may be considered as a direct descendant
of the New England town meeting. It was from the earliest colonial
�s in this section of America the custom to consider matters of
public concern in the town meetings. Among these matters was the
conduct of the local schools. At the annua l meeting, 'When the
policy for the coming year was to be determined, it was usual to
have the selectmen or school committee report by word of mouth
to the voters assembled about the conduct of the schools for the
past year, the existing needs, and the appropriation required for
the next year. As the number of children increased and schools
became more numerous and the conduct of schools more expensive
and more complex, it came to be the custom of school committees
to present written reports to be read at the town meeting.3

By 1838, the practice of making written reports had become so
common in Massachusetts that in that year the legislature enacted a law
requiring every school committee (school board) to present to the ann ual
town meeting a written report on the administration and the condition of
the schools.

The

law also stipulated that the town meeting might vote to

2
M. W. Jernegan, "The Beginnings of Public Education in New England,11
School Review (June, 1915), Vol. X:X:III, pp. 3 61-380.
3

M. G. Neale, School Reports as !Means of Securing Additional Support
for Education in American Cities, p.2. Copyrignt 1921 by the Missouri Book
Company.
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have the report printed if it desired.

4

In 1846, the printing of the

school report was made optional with the school committee, and in 18.59
the printing was made compulsory• .5

In the ear]J" 1900's it was the policy to publish annually some
statistical reports on various aspects of the public scfiool system.
many people read this type of publication.

Not

It was of value to the admin

istrative office in noting past trends for .future planning and for historical purposes.

So far as interpreting the schools to the community or

seeking the needs of the community, it was of little value.
The school reports of Horace

Mann

are a notable exception in this

Concerning these reports Hoyt declares, "Far from being mere sum-

period.

maries of local facts and uninteresting statistics, they constitute a series
of discussions on educational topics of vital interest to the nation at
large.116

Hoyt also believed that

Mr. Mann

aroused an interest in the public

school and a faith in its efficiency. 7
For the past quarter of a century there has been a growing interest
in the field of relationship bet-ween the schools and the public.

Commercial

publicity gave school.men the idea of getting away from the uninteresting

4
.5

lbid.,

P•

3

lbid. ,

P•

3.

•

6

Charles o. Hoyt, History of Modern Education (New York:
Burdett Co. , 1908), p. 162.
�

1�.,

P•

173.

Silver,

statistica1 reports and of utilizing more appealing methods of public
relations and social interpretation.

School personnel have come

to

realize that public opinion should be the backbone of the schools.
Indicative of the importance attributed to the public relations
aspect of school administration is the National School Public Relations
Departnent of the National Education Association.

This consists of a

group of educators who are cooperating for better community understanding
of the objectives, accomplishments, and needs of the public schools.

Pllrposes.

(1) Although school administrators and school boards

are becoming increasingly aware of the underlying purposes of public
relations programs,

many

still fail to realize the significance of the

fact that the public school is an institution originated from the public,
for the public, and financed by the public.

laws

made by the people in

our representative type of government govern, to a great extent, the
gement of the schools and have made it mandatory that children of

mana

certain ages attend school.

This guarantees constant f'unctioning of the

Since this is true, the school

school.

ants public support.

warr

The keynote to school public relations is interpretation by the
school and by the conmrunity.

The public school,

like a:rry

other form of

public institution, is represented and financed by the public.

Institutions

of this nature are obligated to the public to explain their objectives,
achievements, and needs, and learn from its patrons how to improve its
services.

It is imperative that a school give a financial accounting to

the school's colllli
ll.lil ty, but a public relations program

will

be eager to do so.
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In

previous years school business has been more or less a secretive matter.

"What the public doesn't lmow, won't hurt it."

Reports to the public are

encouraged, not as a public corporation is encouraged to give a financial
accounting to its stockholders, but as a means to keep the schools close
to the people, and make school government a democratic government.
Because the needs and desires of different communities are unlike,
one curriculum will not fit all communities.

Certainly what an agricul

tural area eJCPects of its school differs from what is eJ1P9cted or an
industrial area.

(2)

Another major purpose or a school public relations program is

to improve the community.

Not only has the school the responsibility of

educating children, but adults of a community should be given the oppor
tunity to secure additional education.

In

many of the larger schools adult

education programs have been valuable as public relations devices.

Maey

smaller schools are offering classes in vocational courses for adults in
the community.

I1' there is sufficient demand in the community for adult

classes, and if qualified instructors can be obtained, there is little
reason why these classes should not exist.

A

good program not only serves

the adult classes, but promotes community good will toward the schools.
Our society is ever increasing in complexity.

Through the past decades

we have come from a predominantly agricultural to an industrial society.
We have come from a "horse and buggy day" to an age or atomic power.
gation in our schools, on a national basis, has been prohibited.

In

Segre
our

vastly and frequently changing society many people have dropped along the
-wayside and are left with prejudices and distrust.

In

an effective program

7

of public relations those people are helped in developing an understanding
of the world

we

live in.

Regardless of race, religion, nationality, or

economic status, they need the opportunity which our educational facil
ities can offer to learn about and develop an interest in all phases of our
democratic governme nt.
(3) A third purpose of public-school relations is to promote the

partnership concept.

Realizing that the school is not the sole source of

education encourages the schools to seek community cooperation in educating
the children.

The school's role in education should be increased by incor-

porating as partners, organizations of lay people and other groups interested
in education.
sultants,

are

If

lay people and outside professional people, including con-

not brought in to help the school meet its responsibilities,

an ineffective educational process

ma:y

exist in the schools.

For example

a true partnership may well exist when the school and communi�y coopera
tive� study a problem in

curr

iculum planning, reach a mut� satisfactory

solution, and work together in putting the

new

plan into operation.

Educational leadership is necessary in executing an effective school
public relations program.

The average lay person has probab� never read

a book which dealt with the tecJ:mical business of
He is an amateur in education.

runn

ing

our

schools.

This does not mean that he is ignorant.

He

has a great amount of wisdom in child development to offer which the school
needs. 8 Aren't the children outside of the school approximate� seventeen

8

Hall,

James L. Hymes, Effective Home-School Relations, (New York:
Inc., 1953), P• 22.
-

Prentice-

8

hours of a day?

Parents and other lay people want to contribute in

promoting an educational program where the school and communit y
working in

harmony.

are

It is the responsibility of the school to assume a

leadership role in the two-way communication channels of public relations.
School personnel are professional people trained formally and by years of
experience in the techniques of school business.

Good will and support

can be obtained by providing a quality of instruction, supervision, and
administration that will merit the respect of lay people by following
policies that will develop good will and support.

The schools constitute

themselves as resources for the community in the solution of its problems.
When the community relies more and more on the school for solution of its
problems, the school is achieving its role of leadership.

(4) A final purpose of public-school relations is to

gain

support.

In the 19201s, the main purpose of public-school relations was to gain
financial support.

Today public relations have broadened in scope to the

extent that that purpose is of lesser though still great importance.

To

meet the needs and desires of a community by broadening the educational
offerings, or to accommodate the influx of an increasing school population
are basic purposes for a public relations campaign in 19.57. Public support
through an active public relations program is still needed, obviously, for
the procurement of adequate funds for new buildings, increased staff, and
additional equipment and facilities.
Principles. Arnold and associates9 have listed a number of desired

9w111;arn E. Arnold, Roald F. Gampbell, Theodore L. Reller, Lester B.
Sands, John T. Wahlquist, The Administration of Public Education {New York:
The Ronald Press Co., 19.52J""Pp. 522-530.
�

9

practices which have been swmnarized here.
included in a program.
de.finite

harm

If

Each principle should be

one principle is violated, the result will be

to a harmonious community-school relationship.

.field o.f public-school relations there are

many

In the

principles which should

be .followed.
(1) Regard public relations as a two-way process--as a cooperative

search .for mutual understanding and effective teamwork bet"lieen community and
school.

This principle holds that public relations is not just a matter o.f

interpretation or a matter of ascertaining public opinion.

It is essential

to recognize that the desire to achieve excellence in an educational
program is found among both professional school people and laymen of each
cOJ11111unity, and there.fore the problem is one of facilitating the c ommon
ability and desire o.f the people to participate in the clarification o.f
objectives and in the determination o.f major policy.

A basic requirement

is willingness to work with various individuals and groups in the develop
ment o.f the educational program.

School men need to recognize the un

desirability of assuming that they have the answer to the educational
problem and need to recognize that they have certain knowledge to offer
as well as the ability to furnish leadership to the various professional
and lay groups in the community as they search for an adequate solution to
the educational problem.

(2) A sound educational program is required. A public relations
program cannot cover up primary faults or defects of a school system
indefinite'.cy.
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(3) Public schools in the United States are highly regarded in
our American way of life.
on.a

high plane.

School relations with the public should be

It is not uncommon to hear someone speak at length

on a subject, yet in summarizing his speech we find that he has said
nothing of value.

The information and the

manner

in which it is com

municated to a community should not be "flowered"' with words and phrases
unrelated to the topic at hand.

Superfluous material should be absent.

(4) Honesty and accuracy of data must be stressed in the inter
presentations of the school and commun ity.

Exaggerated or minimized data

used to distort the facts or to cover up facts are detrimental.

Informa

tion given in this manner may also indicate that the school has no prob
lems as it strives to meet the needs of the community.

Truthful infor

mation in its entirety can be beneficial in discovering and solving
problems.

(5) A well balanced and comprehensive program is imperative.
phase of the educational program should be omitted or slighted.
tance of each phase should be stressed equally.
the communit y should be overlooked.

No one

The impor

Likewise, no element of

Too many administrators utilize only

one agency in interpreting the school to the people.

Some administrators

"put all of their eggs in one basket" by concentrating on an annual report
from the school.

others employ only the press.

Utilization of all avail

able media is necessary to reach all of the people in a given community.

(6) Simplicity in interpretation is compulsory.

Professionally

trained educators have many times, unintentiona.1.zy-, placed a barrier
between themselves and the community which the school serves by their

11

pedagogical terminology.

School leaders need to develop more clarity in

reporting elements of the school.

Graphs, statistical data, and finan

cial reports should be in understandable form.

(7) Seek to establish favorable attitudes as well as opinions and
take into account the influence of both emotions and intellect.

It is

exceedingly important that all people engaged in the educational service
recognize that attitudes, opinions, and feelings toward education are
developed and are the result of personal experiences.

Many things are

said and done in schools with little awareness of their meaning in terms
of public relations.

For example, teachers intending to make a thorough

report to parents somet:ilnes disclose the child's achievement test scores
not realizing the dangers of misinterpretation.

(8) Serve all of the publics.
there is but one public.

It is the belief of many people that

Contrary to that belief, there are a number of

categories into which the people may be classified such as:
economic, political, religious, and educational.

Social,

Since there are a number

of publics, each have their opinions, desires, and needs which they believe
should be accommodated.

The range of elements that combine to constitute

and characterize "the public" necessitates a complex type of school which
will meet the needs of any given public.

(9) Public relations should come from day to day activities in
which the community is interested and from the daily growth and develop
ment of the pupils.

The public-school relations activity should be well

rounded to include each and every activity within the school with equality
of stress.
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(10} A public-school relations program should be one of continuous cooperation and interpretation.

In order to have the program

function effectively, a constant operation nmst be in process.

Too

many administrators only utilize their communication facilities with
the cOJlllt
l!Ulli y when there is a bond issue in the making or some other
major event.

When a continuous program is in existence, there is no

need for spurts and recessions in the program.
informed all of the time and

will

be eager

to

The public will be

cooperate on various

major issues with the need of only a minor increase in the public
relations tempo.

(11) It is imperative that every school's public relations program
be under periodic evaluation.
objectives?

What have we done?

How are we doing at the present time?

Did we fulfill our
The answers to these

questions are necessary in determining how effective the program is and
what should be planned for the future.

It is a good policy to know where

you are going, how you get there, and when you get there.
Concepts.

The program of school public relations can be expected

to be no better than the concept of it held by those who participate in
it.

Some

concepts apparently entertained at times by school executives

and the teachers who work with them, and unfortunately by professional
associations on occasion, can be identified as unworth;\r of the profession.
Hagman1sl O list of seven concepts, the first five being undesirable, are

lOffarian L. Hagman, "Seven Concepts of School Public Relations,"'
The Nation's Schools, Vol. 40, November, 1947.

in SUJlllll&ey" t

(1) A

common concept of school public relations makes it an

important concern to the administrator only when assistance is to be
sought.

The heart throb touches the voice of the school system as the

cry goes out to save our school from adversity and hard hearted tax
payers.

Public confidence in schools cannot be built this way.

A

program of public-school relations consisting of "wild rides to the
rescue" would seem to develop, on the part of the public, a falling rather
than a rising interest.

Programs of this type tend to center interest

on the weaknesses of the school rather than on the strengths of the school.

(2) A

second concept of school public relations animates public

relations activities as preventive measures.

The expectation of those

who hold this concept of the function of school public relations is that
schools, from time to time, will experience hard times and that attacks
on the educational system will make defense measures necessary.

An "ounce

of prevention" is the watchword of the cautious administrator as he
administers his vaccinations against bad times to come.

The approach to

school public relations ought to be positive, assured, and stimulating
rather than hesitant, uncertain, and appealing.

(3)

Another concept is that of holding in reserve all the media of

public-school relations until the administrator feels there is a need for
their use as a fire-wagon awaits a fire.
of the equipment is rolled out.
and all is calm.

(4)

When the alarm is sounded all

After the alarm the equipment is put away,

Some time the fire-wagon may be too late to the fire.

Another concept may be called the show-window or putting-the-

best-foot-forward concept.

Exhibits, concerts, plays, newspapers, and

speaker's bureaus provide views of the school program.

The public, to

the gratification of the school personnel, is often very enthusiastic
about what is being shown and flattering in its approval.
ities

are

These activ

useful in the promotion of a good public relations program but

will not satisfy the needs that confront the democratic administrator of
schools.

The show-window concept in itself is insufficient as a concept

of a long-term, educationally progressive program of school public
relations.

(5)

If some school administrators were to anirwer a question in

all frankness, they would affirm their belief in school public relations
administration as a means of climbing the professional ladder in their
own careers.

The undemocratic and self-centered can use for personal

advantage what otherwise might be considered to be activities in the
interest of school and community.

Unmerited credit may be given them

because they have succeeded in placing themselves in an advantageous
position before the public.

On the other band, many administrators

fail to do their full duty in public relations programs because they
fear the thought of self-advertisement.

Increasing cooperation between

teachers and school employees with the community can lessen the opportunity
for any one individual to achieve undue personal glory.

( 6)

During the last ten years, the idea has grown that inter

pretation in school public relations is a two-way process.

Not o� are

the schools interpreted to the community, but the community is interpreted
to the schools.

Recognition is ma.de of the educational significance of

15

out-of-school community living.

It is obvious to the school personnel

that there is realization on the part of the s chool that the community
outside the school affects the educational endeavor, but the administrator cannot, of course, become a mere weather vane of public opinion
meeting all the winds that blow.

Interpretation, cooperation, and inte

gration are the large steps in the administration of school public relations
in the interest of the larger social objectives of the schools and of
democratic educational leadership.

(7)

To those who believe that life in our time requires social

leadership of a high degree to be had in a democracy only through educa
tion, none of the first five concepts is satisfactory.

The needs of the

individuals are seen in the needs of a democratic society.

It is held

that the solution of the urgent problems of our day cannot wait upon the
adulthood of the present child population, but that solution must be
arrived at by an adult population working now through the agencies of a
democratic society.

Enlightenment in social living and democracy must

go on together, for the democratic nation depends upon the education of
its people continuously in the democratic way of life.

This concept of

school public relations presupposes dynamic educational leadership on the
part of the administrator and others, not only within the province of the
school but also throughout a co111111unity.
This last concept of social leadership places the administration
of activities clearly within the educational function of democratically
conceived, socially concerned, leadership-minded public school systems.
It is the onl:y concept consistent with the philosophy of the democratic
educational leader.

16

Responsibility.

The responsibility for a good public relations

program rests on all groups connected with the school.

These include

the board of education, administrative staff, instructional staff,
maintenance and clerical employees, pupils, and people of the community
which the school serves.
The responsibility for initiation usually rests with the board of
education and administrative head.
which must be respected.

The board has a legal responsibility

As representatives of the citizens of a school

district, the board is the legislative and judicial body of the school
system.

The board of education and the administrator comprise a team

working toward the best possible program for boys and girls and the
coDD11unity.

This team, in cooperation w:l;th staff and lay people, can

lay a foundation for an effective public relations program by first
adopting a policy regarding good public relations and public participa
tion. As Grieder and Rosenstengelll point out, "One of the chief values
of a formulation of board policy is the creation of an awareness on the
part of the board members of the significance of wholesome school-community
relations."

A second value is that a policy formulation is one of the

best means for laying the groundwork for organizing and administering or
financing an educational program. A mark of a good school board member
is his ability to carry his share of responsibility for establishing and
maintaining an effective school public relations program instead of his

llc alvin Grieder and William E. Rosenstengel, Public School
Administration, (New Yorkt The Ronald Press Co., 1954), p. 579.
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ability to act in terms of his own personal satisfaction.

Every board

of education should operate as a board rather than as individuals.

A

school board of education which recognizes the necessity of developing
an intelligent program of public relations, based upon truth, knowledge,
understanding, and democratic principles, will bring to its school system,
progress, pride, and happiness.
School board of education meetings generally are not closed meetings.
The business which comes before the board is the public's business and
should be conducted in the presence of the community.

Occasionally there

are executive meetings which are held for the personal welfare of persons
concerned, and these meetings may be closed to the community, but these
meetings should be kept at an absolute
maintain its highest level.

A

minimum if

community support is to

cordial welcome by the board of education

to the citizens of the community is the better way to gain support, interest,
and participation by the public to determine the type of school system
the conmrunity will have.

The presence of lay people and other visitors at

a board meeting may in all probability increase the atmosphere of calmness
and dignity with which the board attacks each problem and may well lead
to increased confidence on the part of board members and greater respect for
them on the part of the public.

The place and time of the board meetings

should be made known to the people of the community so that they might
attend and be treated with such consideration as to arouse their desire
to participate

in

the functioning of their school system.

If the school board operates in an effective

manner,

each member will

18

be thoroughly informed regarding the aims, problems, achievements, and
needs of the school and community.

It is very important that each

member be capable of translating this information to the public. A school
board member will be invited to many community gatherings. As a representative of the board, this gives him an ample opportunity to express the
views and proposals of the school when he is asked about various problems
and activities of the school. A good board member is one who keeps his
"ears open."

By being thoroughly informed, he can stop misunderstandings

and idle gossip concerning the schools.

Likewise, by listening, he may

keep the rest of the board informed as to these misconceptions and lack
of understanding in certain areas, so that the board can correct these
difficulties.
Members of a school board play a powerful role in the system• s
over-all public relations program. As the appraisal agency for the dis
trict, the board must study the educational needs and try to provide
facilities to satisfy them.

In addition, members must furnish in.for-

mation about the system to the public. As servants of the people, they
will face problems and adversities, but their duties will bring them rich
satisfactions and rewards.12
It is important that the board recognize the school administrator
as its technical expert and advisor.

Likewise, it is important that the

administrator assume the role as leader and keep the members of the board

12
Stewart Harral, Tested Public Relations � Schools, (Norman :
University of Oklahoma Press, 19$2), P• $4.
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of education informed as to local school conditions, school needs, and the
moveme nts and trends in other school systems.

If

the administrator fails

to perform this duty, he may cause the board of education to take a stand
of indifference or adopt a weak plan or policy pertaining to a program of
public relations. Execution of a poor policy can be very detrimental to a
school.

In 1837, when the office of superintendent of schools was first
instituted in the United States, the superintendent's role was expanded
to include

many

opportunities for leadership. Not o� is this role an

opportunity for democratic leadership, but leadership is mandatory

if

the

system is to function properzy.
If anyone needs a multiple personality, it is the superinten
dent of schools. His public expects him to be a financial wizard,
author, speaker, scholar, politician, diplomat, adviser to the
school board, active civic worker, administrator, and public relations
counselor of the highest rank. The strains and worries of his
office are �' but his position is rich in opportunities for
achievement.13

A superintendent cannot exercise leadership unless he posses
a faith in the necessity of promoting schoo�-colllllillility relations.

Admin

istrators must be able to coordinate and put forth intelligent effort
because upon them falls the responsibility of initiating, leading, guiding,
and evaluating a public relations program.
The relationship between an administrator and the school community
is bound by a two-way system of communication.

The administrator should not
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base the public relations program solely on the information which he gives
to the public in the form of publicity; he should also learn what the
people

are

thinking about the schools and other conmrunity enterprises.

He must spur people to improve their schools, and must release the
potentialities of the people that will enable them to develop the kind
of schools they want to meet their needs.
AJ3 it is necessary for a teacher to receive in-service education

to keep abreast with the changing techniques of teaching, it also behooves
an administrator to take advantage of every opportunity to improve his
techniques as the leader of a public relations program.

Harral states that

the administrator may achieve this through such resources as:
l. Educational publications
2. Workshops
3. Study of other school systems
4. Courses in residence at a college or university
5. Interviews with competent public relations experts
6. Attendance at state, regional, and national gatherings
7. Personnel of his own system14
Mentioned earlier in this paper was the fact that there are many
publics.

Of course, it is desired by most social groups that their children

be taught the three R's, but different societies need and desire curricula
stressing subject matter to fit their particular needs.

In a mining com-

munity, as an example, the need beyond the fundamental skills would probably
lie in training their children as future miners.
dealing with the needs of other social groups.

l

4lbid., P•

31.

Likewise, this is true in

An administrator in initiating
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by his leadership, a public relations program is obligated to take into
account this fact and communicate with various publics in a language
which bears common understanding.

Where there is no attempt to establish

proper communication channels, the problem is very acute.

It is certainly

a responsibility of an administrator to organize his school system and
the people in the community so that they can ask questions and be
answered in return.
School administrators can no longer operate the schools from a
pedestal.
school."

Gone are the days when the administrator says, "This is my
For this reason, the administrator 111Ust initiate and guide his

program in such a way that it will include the entire school personnel
in planning and executing all phases of public contacts.

If a cooperative

effort in organizing and planning a public relations program does not
prevail, the program will be ineffective.
Larger school systems may
other than the administrator.

warra nt

a director of public relations,

It is desirable that he be talented in his

ability to furnish leadership in the development of a program through which
both teachers and citizens may develop those abilities which are imperative

if

group thinking is going to be carried on effectively.

responsible to the administrator.

He is directly

The director of public relations has a

function with regard to interpretation to the board of education, faculty,
school employees, pupils, and public.

Because of the varied abilities that

are desirable, some schools have employed specialists on a part-time basis
to assist in one or more phases of the public relations program.
ally these specialists come from the faculty.

Occasion

It is essential that these
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directors have special interests and abilities in the planning, admin
istering, and evaluating of the program.
The principal's responsibilities are almost the same as those of the
superintendent, with the exception of his being confined to a community
immediately surrounding a school.

The principal is in close contact with

the :immediate surrounding area and is largely dependent upon its needs
and resources.

His job is to improve that community.

In

a school district

there are a number of schools serving different neighborhoods.

These

neighborhoods may vary in race, religion, economic status, nationality,
and occupation.

A principal dealing with these various publics will not

use the same methods with one group as with the other.

A superintendent

in such a district may work with the 'Whole community, but it is the prin
cipal's responsibility to implement the public relations program 'Which has
been decided upon for the district and also to utilize his abilities as a
leader in his neighborhood school.

As an agent in the school's public

relations program, the principal has an important duty as a leader, because
it is on his level of public relations that more contact is made with the
citizens, parents, and teachers of the individual school and neighborhood.
He must be colllmlnity minded and alert to his school and its activities.
The front-line of public relations is the teacher, 'Who, in the course
of daily work, comes closer to the home than any other worker in the school.
If the child comes home from school liking his teacher, his parents will
probably like the teacher even though they have not met him or her and the
school even though they have not visited it.

At the present time there is a
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movement to change the method of reporting to parents from the old type
report card to a progress report which is more meaningful than the number
or letter grade.

This pupil-progress report contains more definite infor-

mation by pointing out weaknesses and strengths in a child's attitudes,
his health standard, and his progress in relation to his individual
capacity.

A well written individualized report, giving more meaning

than the analytical number or letter grade, requires a lot of time by
the teacher, but it is necessary in "humanizing" the reporting system.
The teacher should realize that he is very important in the public
relations program.

He should see that by doing an effective teaching job

he is making a notable contribution to public understanding and support.

Like the superintendent and the principal, he should realize that every
situation

may

have some effect on the public's conception of the school.

What do parents want teacher to do is a question which is answered
by the following list of statements by

Dr. J. B.

Edmonson, Dean of the School

of Education, University of Michigan.
1. Parents want teachers to treat them with a marked degree of
courtesy and respect when they visit school.
2. Parents want teachers to be sufficiently interested to know
them as parents to take advantage of opportunities to meet
and to talk with them about their children.
3. Parents want teachers to know their children well enough to
appreciate their virtues as well as their faults.
4. Parents want teachers to inform them concerning an impending
crisis in pupil's school relations before the situation becomes
serious.
S. Parents want teachers to treat their children with dignity
and respect, and they particularly resent the use of terms
of contempt.
6. Parents want teachers to give special attention to the protection
of the health of their children.
7. Parents want teachers to give them a reasonable amount of
warning concerning any unusual expenditure of money for books,
supplies, or social affairs.
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8. Parents want teachers to give special attention to instruction

in matters of honesty, cooperation, respect for the rights of
others, purity of speech, and other desirable qualities of
conduct.
9. Parents want teachers to emphasize the mastery of certain
fundamental skills in reading, writing, and other tool subjects
and to emphasize the training of children in certain effective
habits of study appropriate to various levels of learning.
10. Parents want teachers to develop a spirit of good will and
success in school groups, so that their children will like to
go to school.
11. Parents want teachers to train their children in such a way
as to enable them to make reasonable progress in their school
subjects, and if pupils are not successful, they want the
teachers to be able to diagnose their difficulties.
12. Parents want teachers to assign homework in such a way that it
will be challenging to the pupil's effort and interest.
13. Parents want teachers to express a greater degree of �nfidence
in the children than the parents may seem to possess. l>

In order to be successful, the teacher should give special consideration to
them.

many

of the requirements which parents have suggested for

The foregoing list should have value as a guide and a means of

evaluation of the teacher's practices that affect the school's program for
promoting good will in a community.
Movie and theatrical stars are actively concerned with their publics,
but the teacher, who has five distinct publics, is all too often oblivious of
them.

Although the teacher is not an entertainer, no member of the teaching

profession can afford to ignore the impression he creates upon groups
�uch as:

his fellow teachers; his classroom public; families and friends

of his pupils; civic leaders; and the church.

Not one of these should

l5Belmont Farley, School Publicity (Stanford University:
University Press, 1934), P• 32.

Stanford
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16
be overlooked.
Teachers should be a part of the community in which they live.

They

should know about the school and accept opportunities to promote it to
individuals and groups.

The teacher who is shy and backward and withdraws

from groups certainly will not encourage two-way communication and participation.

He should be courteous and friendly to all the people he

meets, both in and out of the school.

He is the school system.

Not only do pupils serve as consumers in the educational process,
but they can take part in much of the planning of many public relations
activities, such as the school newspaper, co-curricular activities, school
exhibits, and so forth.

A considerable amount of pupil-teacher planning

in the educational process, evident in many schools, has unrecognized
public relations value.

Pupils who have an active part in planning the

educational program will be more apt to reap better education from the school,
and as a result, will be happy to tell their parents of this co-operative
planning.

'When the pupils are proud of their school, so are the parents.

Through the use of a question box, many pupils have given excellent ideas
for means of improving their schools.

These suggestions may be brought

before the student body or a student council for action.

Pupils can also

play an important role in receiving visitors in their school.

The oper-

ation of a well-planned system of meeting school visitors will indicate
to the visitor that the school is a place where he is welcome and can

16norinda Bond, "The Public School Teacher and Public Relations."
(Published in a four page pamphlet.) (Canyon, Texas: West Texas State
College, 1944).
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feel at ease.

A pupil who has had the opportunity to participate in

the school's activities may become a better citizen and may improve the
community.
for hilll.

After graduation he shows by his life what the school has done
A pupil's likes and dislikes for the school will remain with

hilll and influence hilll as an adult when he will actively support the schools,
fight against public education, or remain a non-participating neutral.
Non-teaching employees, whatever their duties may be, should not
be

forgotten in a public relations program.

one fourth of the staff.

An

In many schools they comprise

administrator must point out to all his staff

that a public relations program does not only include the teaching staff,
but non-teaching employees as well.

A great

many

contacts, and generally

the first contact the community has with the school, are through the non
teaching personnel which include secretaries, custodians, clerks, bus
drivers, food service personnel, business office personnel, nurses, and
doctors.
School personnel are judged by their actions and the way they do
their work.

Secretaries occupy key positions in the school.

They have

countless opportunities to support and promote the educational program,
because they are often the only persons who come in contact with visitors
to the school.
depends upon the

The impression of the school which is left with the visitor
er in which he is treated by a secretary.

mann

Personnel

working in the office should be well informed as to the educational program
of the school in order to have the right answer to questions and requests
many times protecting the administrator from unnecessary interviews.
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The custodian may need to be reminded that he is more than a
caretaker.

Of

course, it is imperative to have clean buildings and

attractive grounds, but the custodian who actively supports the school's
aims and objectives is an important part of a public relations program.
The school nurse, cafeteria workers, and school bus drivers play
vital roles in the areas of human activity.

Preserving health, balancing

diets, and safeguarding transportation are of great significance in
strengthening the public relations program of the school.
Support and understanding of the public schools will come only
after interest in their welfare has been stimulated in the citizens of
the community.

This interest begins when the citizens are given the

opportunity to exercise democratic principles in participating in the
planning to meet their needs through the educational program of their
school.

The best guarantee that schools will see collD!IUDity needs is

broad public participation in educational affairs.

If

this participation

prevails, it will protect the school from domination from special inter
est groups and from unscrupulous attacks by enemies of public education.
Schools of years ago were community-centered.

In the days of the

one-room school everyone in the conmmnity knew the teacher's salary, and
likewise, the teacher knew much about the business and personal lives of
the people with whom he boarded.

The school was the center for all pro

grams except religious meetings.

As the years progressed schools expanded

and taxes and costs for the increasing educational program went sky
rocketing.

During and after this period of transition, the public was
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becoming more and more curious as t o what wa s going on.
of the schools had failed to keep their public informed.
leaders took the public's support for granted.

The administrators
The school

The gap between the schools

Suddenly, school people came to realize that the

and public was a wide one.

aims, problems, and the philosophies of the school were not kno'Wll by the
public.

Today there is an indication that administrators are back on the

right track.

They are emphasizing lay-participation in analyzing, studying,

and solVing school problems.
Conununity organizations may usually be thought of as audiences for
publicity rather than as agents of a public relations program.
groups of lay people are valuable as public relations agents.

Various
They may

interpret the schools to their own members and to the general public and
also interpret the community to the school.

There are numerous names for

citizens' groups which cooperate with the public schools.

Among these

groups are lay advisory groups and the Parent-Teacher Association.
The Parent-Teacher Association was originated a half a century ago.
Since that time this organization has been useful as a lay-body.

Because

of this organization's membership and interest in education, it compels
an administrator to regard it as one of the best means of school and
community interpretation.

The association includes parents, teachers,

principals, superintendents, school board members, and all other persons
interested in the welfare of the pupils and the school.

Its purposes are

stated in the By-Laws Article II of the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, as follows:
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First, to promote child welfare in home, school, church,
and community; to raise the standards of home life; to secure
more adequate laws for the care and protection of children.
Second, to bring into closer relations the home and the school
so that parents and teachers may co-operate intelligently in the
training of the child; and to develop between educators and the
general public such united efforts as will secure for every child
the highest advantages in physical, mental, moral, and spiritual
education. 17
Although this is a vital organization in promoting public relations,
it must be remembered that this is only an advisory group.

The Parent-

Teacher Association is purely an organization for study and planning, and
can only advise which does not mean to dictate .

Proof of their intention

not to dictate is indicated by their first adopted principle 'Which assures
absolute noninterference with school administration.
Hagman points out that other lay groups exist, operating under
similar objectives and principles, and serve as advisory bodies.

A

development, along with the growth of programs of adult education, public
recreation, and other programs in which school systems have gone beyond
the traditional academic areas of public education, has been that of
lay advisory bodies created to assist the school in determining policy.
These advisory groups, in consultation with school administrators, teachers,
and board members have helped to establish adult education programs in
cities and towns and to
services.

win

many

public approval of the extension of school

Recreation commissions serving unofficially in connection with

17National Congress of Parents and Teachers, The Parent-Teacher
Organization, (Chicago : 1944), p. 184.
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public school programs perform interpretative duties between the schools
and their public and help the schools to accomplish their objectives
of increased community service .

Parents and others in adult relationship

with school bands, athletic teams, and other school-activity organizations
assist by their advice and by their support . 18
Many of these advisory groups of lay citizens are temporary organ

izations.

The group may be organized to identify a problem, solve it,

and report to the board of education or administrator for advised action
to be taken.
solved.

After its function has been completed, the group is dis

Such occasions as elections , bond issues, and reorganization

may necessitate an origination of a temporary advisory committee or
group.

A continuous program of public relations may not be sufficient

to achieve success on these occasions mentioned .
Techniques

� media.

An

effective public-school relations program

is dependent upon the media selected and the way they are used.

Proper

use and selection of these methods is required so that educators see the
relationship between educational interpretation and the basic objective
of the public relations program, which is to maintain a wholesome two-way
relationship of school and comnrunity.

One medium or technique may

be

sufficient to cover one phase of interpretive needs relating to a given
problem, but it is not necessarily usable for all public relations programs,
because of the heterogeneity of the publics and of the problems being

18Hagman, �· cit., p . 371.
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emphasized.

Some people read only daily newspapers.

others listen to

radios or watch television, or enjoy social gatherings, or enjoy watching
cocurricular activities of the school.
ative that

many

Since this is true, it is imper-

means of communications be utilized so that each subgroup

of the public may be reached .

It has been stated that there are four

types of methods of comnnmication :

written, oral, visual, and social.

19

The newspaper is one of the greatest disseminators of information;
practically every home is a subscriber
daily or weekly publication.
papers.

to

a newspaper whether it

be

a

Some homes receive morning and evening

Not only does a newspaper provide information, but through its

editorial columns, it expresses opinions which influence the opinions and
actions of its readers.
Newspapers carry reports of school activities in nearly all school
districts, and receive a large share of all the information which the
schools prepare for distribution.

In planning press releases

types of material should be included :

many

special

editorials; straight news; paid

advertisements; a regular column of short items; the school page; fillers;
special issue articles; human interest items; reports of the activities
and accomplishments of pupils or staff members; travel of students and
faculty; history of education in the community; departmental features;
and reprints of briefs of articles from professional magazines which

19
Gunnar Horn, Public-School Publicity, (New York :
Co. , Inc., 1948 ) , p . 22.

Inor Publishing
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either feature or were written by local staff members.

With the assis-

tance of the newspaper editors, a comprehensive news release program
should be planned and maintained as a service to the connnunity. 20
Many schools publish a school newspaper which is written by and

for the students.

Usually this type of paper stresses pupil achievement.

It is a valuable spirit builder for the student body.

Parents are more

likely to read the student prepared paper that is directed toward the
students than one which is directed toward adults.

Reading a newspaper

which is prepared by their children makes the parent feel as though
he were getting the "inside story" of the school.
Radio has not come into prominence as a medium in public relations
programs .

It is of great value, but its lack of use is contributed to

the fact that the use of commercial radio costs so very much, and if a
radio station donates some of its time to the school, it generally does
not release time which will catch a large listening audience.

The ideal

time of the day when there are the greatest number of listeners cannot be
afforded by a radio station because of the time ' s commercial value.
are too few schools that have their own radio stations.

There

Since commercial

radio stations reach out so far, and their hearing range covers a number
of school districts, it is many times necessary to cooperate in preparing
programs.

Programs for radio produced by a school must be well prepared

20American Association of School Administrators, Public Relations
for America' s Schools , A Yearbook Prepared by the National Education
AS'Sociation (Washington : National Education Association, 1950), p . 283 .
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to compete with c omme rcial programs which will be on the air during that
same time .

It has been found that when citizens of the comnmnity are

incorporated in the program there is a larger listening audience.
Television is a newer means of communication, equipment is more
costly, and for these reasons it has not been developed like the radio
as a public relations agency.

Even though television is still young,

there are thousands of sets owned by the public.

Many of the larger

schools have a television program as well as a television set in the
school.

This new medium is a unique device for satisfactorily sup

plementing classroom instruction, and giving the public a picture of
what is going on inside the s chools .
American Education Week is sponsored yearly by the National
Education Association, the American Legion, and the United States Office
of Education.

The theme is chosen by a cOJlllt
lli tee representing these

three sponsors , and topics chosen for day-by-day emphasis are suggested
by this committee and adapted by local authorities to the needs of
the community.

Pupils of today and citizens of tomorrow are emphasized

during this week.

Parents and citizens are urged to visit their schools .

This week in the school year is certainly not the only week in which the
schools and community work together, but at this time the school has an
ample opportunity in which to publicize its assets.

Parents and citizens

are generally willing to visit the s chools during this week because they
are free of the embarrassment that might exist if they visited the schools
as individuals instead of as a group.

This is the community ' s opportunity
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to see the schools in action and perhaps to discover that their schools
are indispensable to the maintenance of the democratic way of life.
Parents and interested citizens who visit the schools during this week
ordinarily find that special arrangements have been made so that they
can see and learn a great deal in a short time.
During American Education Week all organizations in a commun ity
should participate to fulfill its purpose.
groups are usually willing to cooperate.

Churches and business people ' s
Churches realize the need of

our schools and have ma.de provisions in sermons, discussions in Sunday
school classes, other church organizations, announcements in church
bulletins, and posters in the lobbies.

Businessmen often :make their

contribution by providing space in their windows for posters, exhibits,
demonstrations, and printed material.

Newspapers, radio, television,

and magazines are eager to publicize the school by special articles and
programs.
The

exhibition of school work is an effective method of interpreting

the educational program to the public as well as to the students.
bitions rank high as a topic of public interest.

Exhi

People are interested

in the work which the pupils are doing in their schools.

An

all school

exhibit incorporates work of all the school departments for displays
as an accomplishment of the whole school.
confined to various departments.

Departmental exhibits are

In many of today • s modern schools there

are showcases or places for exhibits outside of each classroom or depart
ment.

A homecoming parade or events of this nature are also exhibits

which play a role in school interpretation to the public.
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School co-curricular activities many times are mistake� referred
to as entertainment, but they are valuable in conveying a school's program.
All sorts of sports have been incorporated in the modern school's cur
riculum to fulfill the educational needs of pupils.

Presentation of dramatic

productions by the school is another means of obtaining public interest .
Athletic events and dramatic proctions are not only worthwhile for child
development, but are profitable means by which a public relations program
can st:illlulat e pride and spirit of the community for its schoo l .
Home visitations b y school personnel are generally made o� when
a problem concerning a certain pupil arises .

Teachers or other school

personnel should visit the homes of pupils regularly so these problems
can be averted.

When a home is visited by school personnel, the main

topic of discussion will be the relationship of the pupil and the school .

An alert teacher will use this opportunity to discuss the child' s strengths
and weaknesses, and to observe the attitude of the family along with their
economic, social,

spiritual, and educational status .

The more a teacher

knows about a child and his background, the more able he will be to teach
that child.

On

the other hand, home visitations can be valuable as a

method of increasing the parents• understanding of the school and encour
aging their cooperation with the teacher.
other contacts with the home include pupil-progress reports, special
publications, and messages or letters.

It is important that these types

of correspondence be written in understandable form with an absence of
pedagogical terms .
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As indicated earlier in this paper, school administrators are
trying to bring the school back to the center of community life.

Thus,

school buildings are opening their doors to the public for use in evenings
and any other time the school buildings are not being used for the education
This movement toward a greater use of the school by the

of children.

community is certainly an indication of good public relations.

In the

United States the average grade completed by the average lay citizen is
about 9.3.

In a democratic country, one of the principles of our way of

life is to have a public free and capable to think.
criterion, it

is

Using this as a

the administrator's duty to open the schools to the people

by offering adult education classes, even if it requires additional school
personnel.

In addition to being used for adult classes, the school plant is
being utilized by innumerable organizations, clubs, societies, and
associations .

To

be

more specific, they may include Parent-Teacher

Associations, Mothers' clubs, community clubs, welfare associations,
health organizations, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, chambers of commerce,
and men's clubs.
Much has been written about the utilization of commun ity resources
in our educational program, but too often this has been mere lip service,
and sometimes more theory than practice.

The school administrator who is

sincerely interested in having the help of the community will find that
most businessmen will be glad to cooperate with the schools.

As an

example, the teaching of a unit pertaining to teeth may be very much
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simplified and be made more meaningful if a dentist is asked in to talk
on the subject.
Blocks and hindrances .

There are

many

obstacles which llDlSt be

overcome before a public relations program can be effective.
Most educators are sincere and competent in their fields, and
within the li:mits of school policies,

do

their best for the schools

and for the children placed in their care.

Most parents and tax-payers

want good schools and are willing to pay for the proper education of
children.

Why is there disagreement which prompts the public to

condemn certain methods of education and turn thumbs down on taxes?
The source of the trouble, it seems, is in the difficulty educators have
in making themselves understood to persons outside their profession.

The

ordinary lay person, hearing educators ' discussions of modern teaching
methods, may be pardoned for concluding that teachers are talking nonsense .
As long as they cannot translate their language to everyday Americans, what
they say is literally nonsense to lay people.

There rests upon the educa

tion profession the responsibility for making clear to the public what is
going on in the way of changing pedagogy.

An

administrator canno t introduce

radical changes without satisfactory explanations.
The development of a program of adequate lay understanding is one
of the paramount problems confronting our schools today.

Most authorities

agree that this is one of the most complex problems that face our educa
tional leaders.

Several plans and organizations have been developed to

inform the lay public regarding the needs of the school, for example;
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the Parent-Teacher Associations, study groups, workshops, seminars,
visitations, and citizens ' committees.

A few communities have been

more successful than others in meeting the needs of their people.

This

was possible because of the outstanding local leadership and the homogeneity of the publics.

According to Farley, these organizations have

been ineffective to a large degree for the following reasons :
l. They have reached relatively few people of the community.
2. They are not a representative group.
3. They have been set up without proper authority of the board
of education.
4. They have failed to report to the board of education.
5. They have too large a group and are unwieldy in size.
6 . They have .failed to set up objectives and by-laws.
7 . They have failed to recognize the board of education as
the legislative and judicial governing body.
8. They have failed to evaluate their accomplishments.21
Teachers sometimes fail to satisfy the desires of parents because of :
1. The failure to take the attitude of an educational specialist
toward non-adjusted pupils
•
2 The failure of some school executives to encourage teachers to
.feel that the individual teacher has a more important part in
effective public relations
3. The tendency of some teachers to be too much concerned with
ways in which the teacher can help parents
4. The unwillingness of some parents to cooperate with the teacher
5. Lack of appre �ation of the value of good will as an asset
2
to the school

2 1Farley, �·

�. ,

22Tuid., P • 3 2 .

p. 30.
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Evaluation.

To evaluate a public-school relations program it

is necessary to review the procedures and results in relation to the
purposes.

These purposes were discussed in this paper :

(l) interpre

tation of the school to the coJlllillUn ty and interpretation of the comnrunity
to the schools, (2) improve the community, (J) promote the partnership
concept, ( 4) develop educational leadership, (5) gain support of the
Many methods are available and are used in evaluating the

public.
program.

They may range from a casual, time-to-time method to a more

standard method requiring judgment which isn' t off-hand impressions .

There

has been no set method of evaluating which is all inclusive for a public
relations program, but it is an administrator ' s responsibility to replace
off-hand and often highly emotional appraisals as often as possible with
more objective measures .

A few approaches to evaluation are suggested here .

As mentioned in the 1950 Yearbook of the American Association of
School Administrators, all administrators have an opportunity to evaluate
informally the public relations effects on various aspects of the total
program.

They may be part of a plan or may be only incidental.

This

informal procedure may be in the form of observation without a formal
collection of data.

No highly scientific training is required to gather

information as to whether teachers are contributing to the over all pro
gram of public relations .

Again it requires limited observation to

ascertain whether the children are happy and take pride in their work and
school and to determine the number of dropouts .

Is the teacher morale high?
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Do newspapers give favorable comments about the schools?

It is also possible

to determine whether the connnunity possesses a sincere interest in educa
tion.

This may be lmown by an administrator , principal, or teacher

by

the letters written by citizens to them reflecting their attitude toward

In

the school system.

the same category of evaluation

are

remarks made

by lay people over the backyard fence, on the street corner, or at a
Parent-Teacher Association meeting .

Discussions of this nature are valuable

to schools for they sometimes reveal unsuspected lack of information about
the school policies .

Meetings of school staffs and lay people , in an

atmosphere of democratic relationship or as partners in education, offer
excellent opportunities for expression of opinions as to the goals ,
procedures, and results of a public-school relations program.

An administrator will need to incorporate more formal means of
evaluation.

Opinion polls and surveys

are

measuring the effectiveness of the program.

probably the best means of
It is necessary to ascertain

the opinions of people from all corners of the system.

Polls provide a

direct channel of communication with the large mass of citizens constituting
the public .

They indicate the true strength of demand for certain types

of educational services or for changes in educational policies .

Check

lists are widely used which contain questions concerning the public relations
program that can be answered by a simple "ye s " or 11 no 11 •
By utilizing the suggested methods , an administrator or director
of public relations will lmow whether there is a need for improvement in
the program or

if

the school has achieved the t'WO-way process of communication

in interpretation.
to do?

Does the community understand what the school is trying

Do the people have the type of school they 'W3.?1t?

If

an

effective

program has been and is in proces s , these questions can be answered affirm
atively.

The citizens of the community should feel as partners in develop

ing the school program to meet their needs .
ship to get the "ball rolling" ?
expenditures ,
classes ?

to

Has the school taken the leader

How did the people react to building

the changes in the curriculum, and to adult education

Is the community improved?

If

any of these questions are

answered negatively, the techniques of the public relations program should
be changed. 23
Swnmary and conclusion.

On the basis of this study the author

concludes that a sound public relations program brings benefit to the
community, the school, and the children.

With the critical shortage of

qualified teachers and the present serious lack of school housing facilities
has come wide publicity and an increasing concern for the schools .

Along

with this awareness of urgent problems has come a new understanding and
appreciation of what citizens can and should do to solve them.

Cooperation

of educators and laymen in various communities has begun to point the way
to progress.

A close working relationship has proved its value in financial

planning, in curriculum development, and in many other areas of school
management.

This increasing citizen interest may prove to be the most

significant educational trend of this Atomic Age .

23AASA 1950 Yearbook, �· cit. , pp. 261-272.
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